Connect, command and collaborate with confidence.
Introducing Honeywell Command Wall

Honeywell Command Wall transforms facility management from an operational function into a driver of business continuity and efficiency. With integrated workflow, rapid access to information, contextual awareness and ease-of-use, Command Wall helps to reduce risk to business operations within your facility. Powered by Honeywell Enterprise Buildings Integrator, Command Wall seamlessly integrates facility-wide resources so you can command and control your facility with enhanced confidence.

Increase productivity, reduce costs.

Command Wall provides access to real-time contextual information through seamless integration with enterprise applications. Simple, map-based visualization and touch navigation mean Command Wall is intuitive to operate – promoting reduced training time and increased productivity.

Command Wall helps you make more informed decisions by providing high levels of detail with progressive information disclosure. As you zoom into specific systems and areas, more information is made available, meaning you can see the big picture as well as the details.

Helping you to realize the value of facility-wide integration, Command Wall enables you to command and control Honeywell and third-party facility systems with your business applications typically reducing cost of operation.

Reduce downtime, grow revenue

Operational issues in your facility, such as an evacuation, plant breakdown or security breach, can disrupt day-to-day business activities. Command Wall reduces disconnect between operational silos and unites them under a common collaborative goal.

• See the overall context of an issue using advanced alarm management, security video and enterprise dashboard to make more informed decisions
• Faster diagnosis of issues through seamless integration of cameras, fire sensors, HVAC and more, helps reduce the impact of incidents
• Smart-map elements allow you to navigate sub-systems populated with real-time information – meaning more of the right details at your fingertips.

Seeing the big picture while managing a building can be challenging. Multiple data sources, collaborative issues, contextual awareness and security make up a complex ecosystem that’s often difficult to manage. Until now.
REDUCE RISK FROM INCIDENTS
When incidents occur, making the right decision under pressure can mean the difference between a minor inconvenience and major downtime. Often ideal for major incident control rooms, Command Wall provides the right information to managers, first responders and other key stakeholders, when required, helping to reduce risk and increase business continuity.

The Incident Workflow solution helps reduce risk and promotes accuracy when an incident occurs. Standard operating procedures are seamlessly integrated with users, guiding them through required responses step by step in real-time.

Near real-time collaboration between stakeholders is facilitated through transparent actions, comments and user-profiles. Moving beyond the control room, integration with mobile devices translates to a faster informed response.

INSTIL CONFIDENCE, FACILITATE GROWTH
Command Wall’s size and ease of use allows you to easily demonstrate security, safety and readiness to respond – increasing confidence in business continuity. Digital recording of incident workflow captures actions operators make, demonstrating compliance with your procedures. After an incident has occurred, accurate, fast and automated reporting allows analysis of the event for continuous improvement.

Demonstrate technology leadership within your facility with – a building automation system built on 100 years of experience and designed with the latest user-experience methodology.

THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING
Command Wall is the first solution within the Honeywell Command and Control suite. Command Wall enables you to get more value out of your existing technology, such as Honeywell Enterprise Buildings Integrator, and remains an open, flexible system for future growth and expansions.

For more information about Honeywell Command Wall and other related offerings, visit command.honeywell.com
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VISIBLY BETTER OUTCOMES
Command Wall, Incident Workflow and Enterprise Dashboards are part of Honeywell’s Command & Control Suite promoting optimized performance from your building. By combining advanced user-experience design with Honeywell’s global expertise in enterprise integrations, the command suite makes the complex simple and helps to provide actionable insights for your business. To realize the value of a connected enterprise or to learn more about the command suite, visit command.honeywell.com